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To Open or Not to Open

The-''·How's ' ' and
For most people at
Northeastern Illinois University,
snow means cold hands. cold feet
and a struggle getting here.
For some administrators.
however. snow also means a
headache as they face a difficult
decision - · whether or not to
cancel classes and work for
10,000 students and 1.100 faculty
and staff.

university rests with President
Ronald Williams. The decision is
usually made in consultation with
the four vice-presidents. including Provost John Cownie. VicePresident for Student Affairs
Daniel C. Kielson. Vice President for Administrative Affairs William H. Lienemann and
Bichsel.
And a cancellation depends not
only on the ·on-campus situation
And the tricky winter of 1979
but on road conditions. public
has so far provided ample optransportation. and. of course.
portunity for headaches in the adthe weather forecasts .
ministration building. The unAdministrators first consult
iversity has shut down four times
with campus security forces for a
this year.
check of parking lot conditions:
"It's been so unusual these last they often get some observations
few weeks and school had to be from employees who have driven
closed for such strange reasons." to work from various parts of the
said Donn H. Bichsel. vice presi- city. Then a call goes to the local
dent for development and public alderman to inquire about street
affairs. " It's been a complex conditions in the immediate
kind of decision to make each vicinity.
time/'
Officials also check on mass
Final authority for closing the / transit operations and. obviously.

Forenslcs Union
Invited to Harvard
Northeastern' s FORENSICS ·
UNION has again been invited to
participate in the HARVARD
NATIONAL MODEL UNITED
NATIONS conference February
2'l thi:ough the 25.
The Forensics Union will send
one faculty advisor and a delegation of nine to represent the
S'yrian Arab Republic. Dr. Joyce
Flory, assistant professor in the
Speech and Performing Arts department will accompany the
team to Boston and Cambridge.
Barbara Daybook. president of
the Forensic Union. will serve as
head delegate. The rest of the delegation will consist of : Harold F.
Allen · Jr . - General Assembly
Plenary; Hector CarrenQ ·
Special Political Committee:
Susan Ann Grosklaus - Legal
Committee; · April Guide Economic and Financial Committee ; Keith M: Johnson - In-

Friday, .February 16, 19n._
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"Why's of CloSing UNI
"

keep in close touch with various
" Where we get fooled is when
government agencies that pro- we have every reason to believe a
vide weather forecasts and in- major snowfall will occur and it
doesn't. " Bichsel said.
formation.
If the decision is made after
In deciding whether or not to·
normal office hours end. Bichsel close the university. Bichsel said.
notes . each of the five ad- President Williams and his asministrators resides in a dif- sociates balance the weather
ferent section of Cook County. In conditions against the question.
a conference .call, each reports " What will be- the impact of a
closing? .. Each vice-president
on road conditions in his area.
And decisions of the ad- can comment on his particular
ministration are not always final. area of responsibility. for examBichsel said wryly. The universi- ple noting one-time-only special
ty has lost five and one-half days events scheduled for the period in
so far because. in one case. a con- question.
tractor who arrived to plow out
Ongoing events are of concern.
parking lots reported his equip- too. As Bichsel puts it. "How
ment broke down because of low many times can you cancel a ontemperatures. In another in- . ce-a-week evening class and not
stance, lots were cleared at night destroy its educational value? "
and had drifted shut by morning
Once a decision to close is
as high, wind5 whipped the cam- made. each administrator is
pl.L5.
responsible for _notifying person·· On a third occasion. an unexnel under his supervision. usually
pected night storm dumped by a pyramiding telephone ca ll
several inches of snow on the arrangement. It falls- to Bichsel
campus. That's in contrast to the · and the public affairs staff to inday classes were called off in an- form the student body and the
ticipation of a major storm. The general public through local
day turned out bright and sunny. media.
although Bichsel said the streets
The City News Bureau is
actually were in very bad shape.
ootified and in turn provides the

information to its subscribers.
Due to the time element ( the decision to close was made at 6
a.m. on one occasion) radio is the
best means of getting the word
out.
Along with the campus radio
station. WZRD (88.3 FMl. other
stations carrying snow closing
announcements are WMAQ \ 670
AMl. WKQX ( 101 FMl . WLS \ 890
AMl. WBBM (780 AM). WGN
( 720 AM). WCLR ( 101.9 FM) .
WIND ( 560 AMl . WAIT ( 820 AM) .
WVON ( 1390 AM). WEA W ( 1330
AM). WEDC ( 1240 AM - Foreign
Language l and WFMT ( 98.7
FM) . Bichsel said the university
is expanding its li st of radio sta·tions contacted with closing
notices.
New this year is an eight-line
recorded message device which
allows callers to the university to
get the latest word on closings.
The vice-president urged those
with classes later in the day to _
wait until after the early morning
peak calling period I which ends
about ' 10 a . m . l to allow
employees and students with 8
a.m. classes to make their calls.
The number is 583-4050.

''Defense Technology·'79''

ternational Court of Justice :
Kathy Kaporis • Consequences of
r
Disarmament; Angela o· Malley
- Social. Humanitarian. and
A coalition of some 50 groups.
throughout the Western and 920 W. Granville in Park Ridge.
Cultural Committee: Kim Rohter including the Mobilization for Third worlds.
at 7 p.m. On Sunday. the opening
- Disarmament Plenaty.
Survival. Clergy and Laity ConThe coalition has attempted to of the arms fair there will be a
The typical Model United Na- cerned. and dozens <if church block the weapons show by ap- · gathering of cars into a caravan
tions consists· of students from groups . is planning a series of de- pealing to residents and officials at the Federal Building at
colleges and universities through monstrations at an international of the village of Rosemont. the Jackson and Dearborn at 12 noon
out the country representing ac- arms exhibition being held this companies in the show. and the and heading out to the Exposition
tual UN countries. The students week at the O' Hare Exposition U.S. State department. Its efforts Center across from the o· Hare
use resolutions. caucusing. de- · Center in Rosemont.
were partially successful. Hyatt Regency Hotel. A rally will
bate· and public speaking to
The exhibition . "Defense Several major defense contrac- start at 2 p.m. and last into the
represent their assigned coun- Technology '79." begins -Sunday
tors -- fncluding General Motors- evening. On Monday for those
try's views,
and runs through Wednesday.
Detroit Diesel. General Electric. who feel they need more
The Forensic' s Union has February 21. It was originally
Sylvania. Motorola. Northrup. clarification on the issue of distrained for two months for this scheduled for May. 1978 in the
Beech Ai,rcraft. and Honeywell :_ armament and peaceful means of
event and hope that they will be Miami Beach Convention Center
have saic;I they would not demonstrating there is planned a
able to represent Northeastern but it was moved when public opTeach-in at St. Stevens Church.
participate in the exhibition.
and the Syrain Arab Republic to position there grew intense.
1267 Everett. DesPlains. from 10
There are many various forms a.m. till 4:30p.m .
their fullest ~ability against such
The Arms bazaar has been
schools as Harvard. Georgetown. billed as "one of the world's most of protests planned at the sight of
For more info contact Michael
West Point. and Princeton.
outstanding defense marketing the convention and off. Planned
For further information on stratagems." The sponsors say for Saturday evening is an Brown of Campus Ministry at
future Forensic , Union events. they have invited 40.000 leading • ecumenical prayer session at ext. 775 or off-campus at the
contact Joyce Flory. ext. 530 .
ddense decision-makers from Mary. Seat of Wisdom Church. Newman Center. 583-6109.
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For the Spring/Summer 1979 Term Begins On Monday February
26th Through Wednesday March 14
Packets wi'II be Mailed by February 19th Schedules of Classes Should be Available o_n February 19th
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Business

and Advice

Advice : 1. to give advice to :
counsel: 2. inform. notify : 3. consult. confer.
Advice : l. recommendation with
regard to a course of, action :
counsel : 2. information. report.
· In search for definitions.
Webster obviously ignored
Northeastern· s Department of
Business--just as the Business
Department ignores the needs of
the students.
Approximately oQe-hal·f of
Northeastern is comprised of
business students who. though a
majority, remain silent. Fear is
not the cause of such silence. The
origin rests with the department -

~ 1 l

• ,

1

-specifically, the advisors.
Students. in any curriculum.
want and definitely need advice :
counseling. information... They
cannot _rely on Kahlil Gibran·s
words of wisdom . or the
soothsayer' s prophecies when determining their academic and
professional objectives and progress. Though with respect to the
Business Department. students
seeking advice should buy a
second-hand crystal ball rather
than consult with the advisors.

At present. the business advosors a re referred to as unpleasant. uncooperative. unfriendly . and certainly
unqualified . Neither possess a

Dear Editor.
CCAB ... what is going on? When
you. allow ROLL'EM FILMS to
show a movie meant for an audience of 100 and receive only an
audience of four or
five ... something is, wrong. What
happened on February 7th in the
Audotirium? Wee the students
would appreciate it if CCAB
would stick to their survey' s results instead of brancing out-into
ethnic activities. _An example can
be the showing of " BURN.' :· As
CCAB members may have seen
there was hardly a turnout. Also.
according to rumors the movie
meant for the Puerto Rican
group was cancelled due to lack
of communication. Shouldn't this
teach CCAB from getting invo Ive d with independent
groups? Please stick to the
various .activities that are meant
for all the students and don't get
tangled up with independedn
groups . Don' t let the students
down and don't mess up your image. It's our money don't forget!
Disgusted
Mike VanCura

Papff, the offidally recognized student newspaper aerving Nortb- , ·
euterll' Illlnou University, 5600 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60625, ii published each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
Material published herein ii not to be confuled with views expreued
by the university adminiatratioa.
The editors have sole authority governing all material submitted
and retM!rve..tbe right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not aecep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material ii Tueaday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be bandied accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the edi~r. an-·
nouncementa, articles, photos, advertisin•g or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obacenties are discouraged.
1'he office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is S83-4050, extensions ·
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
closed, eall direct 583-4065.

Edi~-1.n-cbief .. ... .. .... . ..... ...... . .... .. . . Tam Groaamyer
Mallaptl FAltGr . ... ... .. .. .. .. . .. . ..... ... . Diua L S.....-s
Associate Edita' . ... . . . . . .. .. . . ......... .. ... .William Raeplat
Co-Sports Editers .. .. ... .. ..... ... :Jolm Stepal, DI~ QmlltPbcito Editor .. ......... .. .. . .. .. . . .. ....GeerJe L Railnall Jr.
Badness~ . .. . .. .. ....... . . .. ... . ...... . ... .Dave Badli
Grapldc Edlter . . ......... . . .. ....... ... . · · · · · , · .!Warlt ScWaFacalty Advisor . ..... . ....... . . ... ..... . . . . ... . .. Tam Hobeq

Staff: Kathy Collins, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, Robert Kosinski,
Steve Romamski, A.B. Richards, Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss,
Dave Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy Ziegler; Sue Nicol, ' Dave
Raulli, Duane Cerny: Robert Gerber.
Pbotogapllen
Dick Quagliano, George L.
Rairnan Jr., Steve Saunders, ~ l e Gordon, Dave Doebler,
Arthur Misiewicz, Claire Costello.
Graphics; George L. Raiman Jr., Mark Schultz.
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C. - About how often do you eat in restaurants?
1 once a day or more

2 twice a week
3oncea week
4 twice a month
5 once a month
, 6 several times a year
7 never

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I\

D. Do you leave a tip?
1 always
2 usually
3 not very often
4 never

CCAB

o·

t

8. Would you agree or disagree that there should be a pub on campus?
1 strongly agree
2agree
3uncertain
4disagree
5 strongly disagree

Dear Editor :
· parking plan"--they wouldn't use watch out for us and we'll stick
These post-blizzard days have · our lots--or would they?
up for them.
brought with them short tempers. increased anxiety al)d
The days are getting longer. Sprpeculiar behavior. People have Where have these cars come ing is coming. She will melt the
had fisHights over parking from? We would simply like to snow and temper the weather.
spaces: they' ve even killed for know whose cars are parking in She will also see the enforcement
our parking lots. which by the
six feet of the black tar.
9f the parking plan--at the discrewas· cost $63.000 to plow. It's not
' tion of the community:'
Considering this phenonemon of too much to ask. considering that
blizzard behavior. we have an in- we· ve been LEG ALLY barred We hope though. that come sprfrom parking on the streets and
quiry to make .
ing. when the residents have
our lots are the only places we
their spaces back and the police
Recently there seems to be far can leave our cars while attend- come out and ticket and the stutoo many cars in our parking lots ing class.
dents go to court that perhaps soin the evenings: many rerriain
meone involved will remember
overnight. To whom do these It is not the purpose of this letter that during the blizzard the laws
automobiles belong? It is certain to get down on our security de- seemed to change.
that they are not students; the partment and insist that they
bus service to the university is ticket and tow. We prefer them
Mary Connelly
hardly favored over a car. They inside with us , at night. No one
P .E .A.K.
could't belong to the local ~esi- has any complaints in regard to
dents . as they have their ·· zone our security department :_ they

r

4

business degree nor business ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,.
uackground . Under such
circumstances. the students
I
seeking advice are dependent upon clerical worlc~rs ( pseudoadvosors > who may impede or
jeopardize the-students· future.
Advisors should know the
particulars of each course. Advisors should inform the- students
to specific courses that satisfy
the individuals' prof~ional objectives. Advisors should know
about graduate programs and the
Please circle your responses to
course prerequisites. Advisors
the questions below. Tear off
I
should know career opportunities
completed questionnaire and deI
and potential.
posit in any SURVEY '79 drop
I
Advisors should not be con·box. Results will be published in
I
cerned with only the ma1or recoming issues of the PRINT.
I
quirements. which are contained
I
in the university catalog. These
I
functionally limited advisors in_
I
the , Business Department. apI
pear more interested in " getting
..
.
·I
th e stu d en ts ou t .. ra th er than de-, I A. Do you thmk the Wmter tnmester should be extended becal.L'>e I
of days missed due to weather?
1·
veloping capable businesspersons. Instead. if the advisors
I
were able to inform and help : all
1 should definitely be extended
I
2 should probably be extended
students would benefit. and the
·I
3uncertain
I
silence from perpetual naivete
4 should probably not be extended
I
would be broken.
5 should detinitely not be extended
•I
Scot Todd Saperstein
I
1S.A.M. MEMBERt

Keep Out... Students Or:,ly!! .

What
Is
Going
n.?

J '

E. Do you smoke cigarettes? (regular.not funny)
1 yes. more than a pack a day
2 yes, about 10 to 20 a day ·
3 yes. about 1 to 10 a day
4 yes. 2 or 3 a week
5 yes . 2 or 3 a month
6 yes, 2 or 3 a year
7 nope , never

F. If you do smoke. what is your favorite brand of cigarettes?

I G. How·do you feel about home movies?
I I love 'em
I 2 they're OK
_
I 3 Don't care much one way or the other
I 4 Will watch only if I'm tied down
I 5 absolutely can't stand them and refuse to watch ·
I .

I·H. Do you like anchovies on your pizza?
I

Ii

1 always
2 sometimes
3 never

I. Are you :
1 student
2 faculty
3 Civil Service
4 other: . . ........ . ............ . ..-.
5 I'm not telling

I
I
I
I
J. Are you :
I
1 female
I
2male
I
I
TEAR OFF COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE AND DEPOSIT iN I
A SURVEY '79 DROP BOX. THANKS! .

-~ -

·

I

~-------------------------
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·cu}{! Newmari Ceriter
5450.N l(tmball

-sp~nsored by

583-6109

Catholic CampusMi1/Jstiy
arid the
Newman Community

'Prom asft.es . . .
toCEaster!

,

WEEKEND RETREAT
by Richard Vega
·CAAB (Commuter Center Activities Board) has another week
of varieq e vents. The week .start.s
off with the birthday of our nation·s first pres ident. George
Washington. Many will recall
tha t he is the one who could not
.. tell a lie:· well CCAB is the
same way. because. when we say
you a re going to have fun next
week we aren·t kidding.
Tickets go on sale Monday.
Februa ry 19th fo r the showing of
MURDER BY DEATH . The actual showing of this funny film
will be on Februa ry 28 at 7: 00 in
the Auditorium courtesy of .
Roll'em Productions. Tickets
may be _o bta ined at the Box Office after your display your J.D.
If you are -not a student. staff or .
fac ulty mem ber of UNI. admission is $1.00 fo r children and
$2.00fo r ad ults.
On Tuesday. February 20
CCAB will hold a Board Meet ing.
You will have the opportunity to
meet som e of the people who
facili tate the many entertaining
events tha t you pay for as well as
get a n idea of how the Board
works I a nd plays\ in order to
pla n events. The meeting wi ll
sta rt a t I: 00 p.m . whch is duri ng
Act ivities Hour.
1fas CCAB got a day fo r ~·ou'. '.
On Wednesday. February 21 a
full day of diverse activities are
i ri s tore for the acti ve
Northeasterner:
I. COFFEEHAUS pre-sents
.JENDU the MAGICIAN in the
: Unicorn from 12-2 p.m.
Anyone interested in trying

out fo r ·future performance
can do so between sets.
2. C.T.V.A. tCreative Television
Association \ will hold a meeting for interested students .
The meeting is in E-205. the
CCAB office . above the Book
Knook . at 1:00 p.m .
. 3. BUGSY MALONE will be
.s hown at 7 :00 p.m . by
ROLL' EM in the Auditorium .
The movie is cast entirely of
pre-teens a nd exhibits a
sla psti ck though occasiona ll y
satirical look at the roaring
20' s.
4. RO LL'E M a nd UNICOR N
F ILMS a re ha ving a joint
comm ittee meeting a t 1: 00
p.m . above the Book Nook in
the Student Activiti es Lounge.
The purpose of the meeting is
to discuss the present a nd
fu ture film schedule.
Another exciting event tha t
CCAB has ar ranged for is the
American debut of the DALLOLS
fro m Ethiopia a nd E LS-G ITANS
from Ha iti. These fine groups
ha ve graciously· offered their
musica l talents a ft er CCAff s
SPECI AL INTEREST MUSIC
Committee discovered tha t. the
o r i g i n a I I y . s c h e d u.1 e d
per for m a nce of the BLACK
EAGLES could not take place.
The show fea tur ing t hese two fine.
Black groups· will begin c1t 7: 00
and conclude a t midnight.
CCAB hopes you had a happy
Va lentines Day and that the past
severa l days ca rri ed on that
spirit so that you can enjoy all the ·
CCAB events you can or have c1ttended .

Off The Track
by Donald Czowiecki
During the month of .January.
in case you have forgotten. ·
Mother Nature took t he time and
effort to drop a couple of feet of
snow on us . This resulted in the
closing of Northea stern for
several days. not to mention the
rest of the city . . ·.. · .
. .
Alt hough many students pro-;
babl y used the extra time off to
study. the re is still the problem of
in"class hours lost. Now if you

C o·,1t I

went aro und the school. and
asked som e students what we
could do with the lost days. they
will promptly and politely TELL
you what you could do with them.
Therefore. a list of practical suggestions that might possibly
solve ·t he problem has been compiled below.
_ I l All tuition money fo r the
winter te rm should be refunded
and the te rm should be cancelled.
This 1 isn·t such a bad idea. Let's

fiA 1Jos·

HAVE you f. VER FIGUl<ED

ovr HOW

M UCH TIM£ '/oU
WA'ST'£ PLAYING

PINBALL?

'J

Morning Prayer -

A small group of people at the Center
will be gathering to pray every Tuesday
and Thursday at 8 a .m. in the tradition of
the early Christian ~ommunities . ·Why
not join us? Begins March 1.
Reconciliation

Directed Retreat

Another type of retreat experience to
be given by the campus ministry staff is
the " directed retreat. " Each person
maki~g this more personal type will
meet with a member of the CM staff
once a week for a bout an hour. The
retreatant will be asked to read a book
over the six ·week period. The cost is
$3 .50. For moreinfo see June Rizzolo.
Bible Stu,dy

" Find your way around the Old Testament" with Fr. John Pri"ce every Wednesday of Lent beginning Feb. 28 at 7: 30
_ p.m . All you' ll need is a copy of the scriptures .
··

L
E
N

T

A reconciliation service is being
planned for Monday, April 2 at 7:30 p.m.
Personal reconcilcan be arranged by
calling Fr. -John Price at the New
Ce nter.
Holy Week
Holy Thursday - April 12

Mass of the Lord's Supper 6:30 p.m. at
the Newman Center.
Good Friday - April 13
Communion services on-campus at UNI
12 noon . CC-217 at the Newman Center
· ' 5: 30 p.m .
Easter Sunday - April 15
Sunrise Mass at the Foster Ave. beach.

: be reasonable. The term has • we might lose some school days the suggestions and will probably
· already started out on the wrong when the snow melts an'd tidal happen anyway.
foo t. so we m ight as well forget waves occ ur. ·
Everyone now has a choice. We
and try again later.
6) Pray for more snow. If we do can either put one of these sug· 2) All tuition money for the , get m ore snow from Mother gestions into effect or come up
winte r te rm ·should be refund ed Nature. the school will close with more. There still remains
and all students sho'uld receive again a nd everyone will say. " I one unresolved question ... Where
·.automatic " As:· This is a· vecy.
give up. ·· ·This is the simplest of in the world is spring? . •
ve ry good idea and should be - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
enacted jmme(liately. If this is
done there will be less problems
· for the Records Office and the
Cashier's Office.
3) Add 7 . more days to
Fe_brua.ry . Don't laugh. this is a
pr?ctic~I idea. Not only will this
resolve the lost school days pro. blem. it will also make February
the longest month of the year.
That will give the cold weather
another week to get out of town .
4) Extend the winter term u·ntil
. May. Why not? It will probably
sti ll feel like winter anyway. But
on the other hand. it might' mess
up everybody's vacation plans.
resulting in a mass riot.
5) Postpone the term until
May. This could be considered a
follow-up of suggestion No. I. If
we did cancel the winter term.
we can t ry again in May. But
we· II have to be careful. because

What? A Get Together
When? Tues., 2-20-79,
1 PM
Where? CC-218
Wt,y? Why Not?
FUN
.MUSIC
FOOD
Another ,~
KLAL YISAOEL
Activity ,

I DON >r Sff. /T A5 A W ASTE
f THIS rJIJ<ES $/(ILL., !'rs TJ/€

QFT!faf t.

U/ff,M

Ash Wednesday

Mass will be celebrated and ashes distributed : on-campus at UNI 12 noon in
Rm . CC-217 at the Newman Center '5:30
p.m .

February 23-25 at Lake Geneva
Cost : $25 ( $10 for UNI students )
The Newman Center staff is offering a
weekend retreat to students interested in
personal growth and spiritual renewal.
Focusing on the biblical themes of the
season it' will be an opportunity to prepare for a meaningful Lent. For more
info or to · sign-up cali· the Newman
Center. The deadline for sign-up is
February 20 and there is a limit of 25
people.

.cottJFR.oNrA--rJON 8/!fWEEN

LISTEN Buooy. l1vE l- T you

WIN

A C. ouPL-f oF GA MES/ K£EP fa10/JTJII
Off A~ D 'fOU F< LUC/L RUNS

our,

·. MAN ANO /'MCHJJJE/

:1/

"
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a.n .n ·o uneements
maintain an updated service. WICCA .has supplemented their regular
staff with women trained exclusively for rape counseling. These
services are available to women from Tuesday thru Friday, 5:00 p.m .
to 11 :00 p.m . by calling~- For additional information, regarding these services please contact WICCA.
I
The DPMA ' Data Processing Management Association' will have
their meeting on Tuesday. Feb. 20. 1979 at 1:00 p.m . at CC 215.

Attention: Retuming Adults and Transfer Students.
There is a chili on campus of other•people justlike you. We invite you
to come and join our meetings and share your experiences. We meet
every ·.Thursday: Tiqie: 1:00 p.m . Place - Room : 2-071 Classroom
Building.

,.

Attention R.A. T .S. Club Members:
In spite of the bad weather we are pleased to announce our first anniversary party to be held on February 22, 1979. Charter members are
going to be recognized. Come join us and celebrate. All welcome !
Refreshments will be served. Time : 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Place : CC
-218 Date : Thursday, February 22, 1979

SPANISH CLUB SOS: If you have any balls of yam and would be
willing to donate them to the Spanish Club pl~ase bring them to the
Foreign Language Office 2-041 or 2-043 at your earliest convenience.
This xyarn will be used in rriaking " ojos de Dios at a Spanish Club
Festival on March 13. Any contribution is welcome.

BUGSY MALONE will be appearing in the Auditorium at 7:00 p.m .
February 21 , 1979. A ROLL'EM FILMS PRESENTATION.
The Women's Studies Program announces that " Mothers and
Daughters" will be the topic for the next Brown Bag Seminar. to be
held Tuesday, February 20 at 1 p.m!'m CC 216. This discussion will be
led by Dr. Carol Becker of the School of the Art Institute, who taught
" Political Autobiographies of Women" here last year. She will talk
about the recent literature on the complex mother-daughter relationship, and how it has added a new dimension to the women' s movem~t and given women an important new focus for exploring their
psychological and cultural identity. She will be teaching a PIE/WSP
c;ourse on this subject in May-June. Come. bring your l1.11ch and drink.
and join the discussion.

ATI'ENTION UNI VETERANS
'The Department of Special Programs apologires for any inconvenience caused by the absence of Mr. Jim Ross. Veteran's Coordinator.
Mr. Ross was seriously injured and won't be on campus from four to
five weeks. 'The office is open however and any communication should .
be made through Mr. Eduardo Arriete or Mr. Van Hayes.
Schedule of Veteran's Office Hours:
Monday 9-5: Tuesday U~5 : Wednesday 11-5: Thursday 9-5: Friday
11-5.
Thank you for your patience and cooperation. For furthe_r information contact : Mr. William Speller. Director, Special Programs. B
110/e~t. 395.

Pll
Ill-

THIS WEEKEND. For 4 or 5
mo nt h s. man y fol ks from
throughout the Mi dwest a rea
have been actively demonstrating against these weapons fairs .
This show will give the fina l details

SUNDAY 18
At 12 noon WZRD presents the

SUNDAY

M&RNING

NIGHTMARE which is guaranteed to wake you up' This show
features many imported albums
as well as novelty-type of songs
in the not-so-traditional new
wave style. 3 hours ... not for
punks only .
At 6 p.m . each Sunday. WZRD
presents ourresident feminist
radio collective. WOMEN WITH
WINGS-. For 4 hou rs. these ladies
produce news. informati on . commW1ity a nnouncements. poetry
and other cultural aspects of our
society as seen from the eyes of
women . They feature women·s
music excl usively and in addition
to giving women musicians the
exposure they deserve they seek
to promote the positive image of
women in general.
unti l 10 p.m .
MOND'AY 19
At 3 p.m .. tune in for a program which will inform you
about MEGAHERTZ FOR THE
MILLIONS. which will give you
an inside look at the art of radio

broadcasting. This is a ·show
about radio-its history and its

a

CAPA VOUCHERS AVAil.ABLE IN C618
-...
The Speech and Performing Arts Department has CAPA Vouchers
available for $1.00 each. These vouchers may serve as full admission to some professional theatre productions. or as partial payment
valued at $2.50. Dance. music and theatre attractions offer this rate to ·
introduce live performances to new audiences. See Mrs. Edelheit in
C-618 for these valuable coupons.
MEDIA INTERN APPLICANTS SHOULD FILE NOW IN C-618
March is interview month for those seeking summe r positions in
radio and television as interns. Channels 9. 7. and 2 need interns as
well as several radio stations. the state film office. and some AV-TV
slots as well as public relations offi ces. ·
Applicants should be seniors or juniors with appropriate
coursework. and may serve on a pa rt-time or full-time basis. Minor ity
applicants are sought by all stations.
· "DEATHTRAP" at the Blackstone Theat re has $5.00 balcony seats
one hour before ea ch weekday or matinee performance. P resent I.D.
at the box office. No advance sales. Tuesday. Wednesda. and Thursday evenings curtain at 8: 00 p.m . Wednesday and Saturday matinee
at 2: 00 p.m. Sunday at 3: 00 p.m .

Women in Crisis Can Act (WICCA) has now expanded .their hotline
services to include counseling specialized for victims of sexual assault. WICCA, a not-for-profit all-volunteer organization, is dedicated
to meeting the needs of women in crisis in the Chicago metropolitan
area . E stablished five years ago, it has offered comprehensive hotline
services, providing information and referrals as well as general
counseling free to any w~man who calls. In their continuing effort to

Here again. is another edition
of our radio guide to let you know
of just some of the interesting
and informative programming
coming up this week. P lease bear
in m ind that the majority of our
programming is in a free-fo rmat
at vein in a "progressivealternative" style that sets the
Wizard apart from all the other
radio stations in the area.
I, We are very interested· in producing local programs from
ideas that people like yourself
submit to us. You can even help
produce them if you have the
time and energy .. .let us know '
This week we· re featuring two
programs that have made possible through UNI faculty and students.
FRIDAY 16
Every Friday at 2 p.m . WZRD
presents the Chicago Gray Panthers' " NOT FOR SENIORS
ONLY ... This p-rogram consists
of a variety of information. interviews. community annoW1cements and updates as to what the
Gray Panthers and other commW1ity groups are doing with regards; to im proving the qua lity of
life for us all. Approx . 11 2 hours.
SATURDAY17
Every Saturday at 12 :30 WZRD
/
.
.
.
presents an mterv1ew session
with community •members with
regards to their involvement in
the opposition of the Arms
Bazarre that is scheduled for

Spanish Club invites you to dine and dance on Friday evening.
March 2 anhe Schaumburg LA MARGARITA Restaurant. Please bring a $5.00 deposit before to Marisa Baggio. 2-043 or 2-040. First 50
guests are guaranteed reservation.
·

politics . Included is a description
of how the GREAT ATLANTIC
RADIO CONSPIRACY works
and some advice about how to
start you r own radio
show .. . ( we've already got one if
you· re inte rested) .
At 7 p.m . tune in tQ. 88.3 FV for
a monthly review of the news
that didn't make much of a dent
in the established media but had
the a lte rnative media picked up
on ... includes repo rts on the conti nue d attac k o n Mexican
America ns . 2 studies on the
neglige nce of t he Nuclear
Reg ulatory Commission. victories of feminist struggles in the
US. the Kent State settlement.
aND EXAMINes the operations
of the newswire services .
TUESDAY20
At 3 p.m. WZRD will present a
locally produced interview with
Tony Billotti. a UNI student who
is active in the Environmen Action Coalition regarding the Illinois Beverage ·container Act.
Approx 25 minutes.
WEDNESDAY 21
At 7 p.m . WZRD will present an .
interview with a local woman.
Corrine Carpenter. who has just
set up a ta lent agency or loca c
and w and bluegrass musicians.
She will discuss the business side
of being a musician which is
something most musicians don' t
know enough about.
THURSDAY22
t\t 3 p. m . the WIZARD will pres _e n t
a
s h o w
o n
ECO P O R NOG RAPHY . The
ma nipul a tion ' of life-support
. ~ystems are compounded by a rrogance upon ignorance. This imbalance is the result of a massive

system if orration which literally
blinds its inhabitants to the experiences of a decaying world . . .

MIDWEST- FILM CONFERENCE, FEBRUARY 16-18
The eleventh annual conference will be at the Mariott O'Hare. starting at 5:00 p.m .. Friday. February 16th. Hear Robert Wise. John
Simon. George Romero. 8rW10 Gozzetto. Co Hoedeman. Perry Adato.
Teri McLuhan and Saul Turell . $25.00 for faculty. and $30.00 at the
door for all.
Love your mother earth. 30 profess iona ls incl uding UNI's
minutes .
Ferne Schulz. and Larry Garret
At 9 p.m . the Wizrrd will pre- and Ralph Grau.
sent a show which will take a look
WZRD currently broadcasts
at HYPNOSIS and its history and from noon-IO mon .-Fri. and 10-10
utilization in a variety of ways . on the weekends. As alwa~·s. your
Interviewed will be three local suggestions are welcome .

Keep a Good
Thing Going

.......

i

SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR ...,,,..
INTERVIEWS, THURS., MARCH 1

YOU'VE FINISHED YOUR JOB TRAINING) YOUR
DEGREE,,,NOI-/ YOU'RE READY TO CASH IN ON
TtOSE TOUGH YEARSJTIME TO MEET A BIGGER
CHALLENGE: A JOB OVERSEAS IN AFRICAJASIA
OR ~TIN AMERICA WITH THE PEACE CORPS,
YOU VE BEEN MEETING CHALLENGES ALL YOUR ·
LIFE, INIBODUCE YOURSELF TO PEACE CORPS,

~
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Survey '79 Update
SPECIAL THANKS
. Specia~ thanks .this week goes to Sam Chiarelli ~f Duplicatmg S_erv1ces for arranging to have SURVEY '79 material
printed in record time allowing us to meet several critical deadlines.

QUESTIONNAIRES MAILED!
.
Extensive SURVEY '79 questionnaires were mailed to the
homes of 600 UNI students 1st week. Check your mail box at
home to see if you' re one of the '' SELECT 600'' asked for your
views about Northeastern, your career and academic goals,
famil y expectations, and personal values .
Questionnaires were also mailed to all campus clubs: organizations and athletic teams fo an effort to get a perspective of extracurricular activity from those involved.

We ask those students and organizations who receive questionnaires to fill them out and return them as soon as possible
so that SURVE Y ' 79 can begin~ the long, involved work
necessa ry to prepare the results.

"MINI Q'S"
The first in a series of " mini" questionnaires appears in
this issues of the PRINT. Students, faculty, Civil Service
personnel and all other memb~r of the university community
are invited to respond. Complete the questionnaire, tear it out
along the. dotted line, and deposit in any SURVEY '79 drop·
box. Results will be published in coming issues of the PRINT.

If you have a question you . would like included in a
SURVEY ' 79 mini questionnaires, let us know. Write your
question on the space provided below or on a piece of paper
and deposit in a drop box.

FOOT POWER
In addition to their many and varied other responsibilities,
SURVEY ' 79 research team members will visit drop box
locations daily to collect the-various questionnaires returned
by individual students, clubs and organizations and mini
questionnaires published in the PRINT. Though daily rounds
are time consuming and require substantial coordination, the
extra work greatly minimizes research expenses.

.

Army-NaV)·. Surplus • Camping Goods
Educational Center
Call Days Even ln11

1,

W11kaM1

SPRING , SUMMER,
FALL INTENSIVES
COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
DAT, SAT , LSAT
NEXT MONTH:
MC AT, SA T, LS AT
GRE
\

r.62=1.,..6_,.N,_•....,c=1-ar~k-Chi cago, Ill 60660
{)12)76'1--5151
For In format i on About Other Centers

In Major US CitiH lo Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TDll fHE : IOO•ffl •1112

Empower the poor, develop their
leadership askills. Live and work for a year
as a VISTA volunteer. Across America your
skills in E ducation , Social Science,
Health, Business, Span ish or
Law can \ ei p. Contact:

SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
INTERVIEWS, THURS., MARCH 1
'

YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN'S IS AT
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago

588-'H90

STOP IN
AND GIVE US
A TRY!!

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTHING SPECIALIST!!
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-v ice·and Violence:.
-Three Director's Views

Peano~

plays a character exceedingly symbolism and stark settings. material in particular. The
· slow to catch on to the truth of the There is no denying that Altman scenes in Grand Rapids, the town
· I suspect that th_e auditions .for
The trailers seized the au- game.
is a craftsman as a filmmaker in which he grew up in a
'I'HE WARRIORS were held in .a diences. 1'.HE WARRIORS was a
The story. is so familiar one but his selection of subject in this similiarly strict Calvinist back~
gymn asium rather t han a film to see. Still this film , which wonders why it takes the lead case is to be questioned.
ground .
soundstage. Physical prowess is not to be confused with the 195.5 character, in an international
The fascination comes more
Schrader. who is the ~writer of
and endurance seem to be the film of the t.ame name starring cast which includes Fernando from the actual making of . the
TAXI
DRIVER, OBSESSION.
main requirements for the Errol Flynn, does provide Rey. Bibi Anderson. Vittorio film than the content of the
,ROLLING
THUNDER, and THE
performers involved in this _, seve ral well · choreographed Gassman and Nina Van Pallandt. screenplay which Altman costylized action drama about a scenes of staged violence. Hill is so slow in his deductions . wrote with Frank Barhydt, and YAKUZA. directed his first film .
conte'inporary street gang in New shies away from overt bloodshed Perhaps its the cold or all those Patricia Resnick . Made under BLUE COLLAR, . which he coYork City.
and gore. Whether the confronta- packs of wild dogs that keep fit conditions of extreme cold and in wrote with his brother. While
blue collar was· a grim , gritty
Canada, one wonders how the social drama . HARDCOjlE; is a
director managed to secure such grim and· gritty m.o ral drama.
a talented cast without having~a Scharader has set Scott on a
major uprising that called for a modern " Pilgrim's Progress" inchange in the filming location to to the world or pornography.
somewhe re close to J amaica.
, The director doesn' t exploit the
Snow scenes are also featured topic. he merely presents it. as
for parts of HARDCORE , is. Any personal rage. confusion
another new fi lm. which -is both or disgust is funneled , through
violent a nd exceedingly grim . Scott' s charact~r :who must
Goerge C. Scott pla ys a deeply become a part of the cor!:_llption
rel igio us Midw este rn busi- in orde r to find the answers he
ne s s m an w h ose m is s i ng must ha ve.
da ughter is discovered cavorting
His guide through the seamier
in a prono film.
sides of life in California is a proScott. who ,excells at gri~f and stitute· a nd sometimes porno film
~
._._\.,,.,..,
._,,,_
... "
"'t
. rage pa rts . of which this is most a ctress. pl ayed by Season
The Wa rriors OD the ~ -something they do a lot of in this movie.
certainly one of those parts, sets Hu b l ey . Hub ley re c e n tly
Almost all of t he improbably tion is betw~ the Warriors and and trim on the remains of the out to find the gi rl himself after portrayed P riscilla P resley in the
plot can be ·gleaned from the a · rival _unit' or ' the NYC police, local popula ce.
he distrusts the efforts of Peter TV special EL VIS. Theyfform an
,t railer. Nine unarmed· members (who are strictly from · the
Altma n is not as squemish Boyl e who pla ys a see<fy interesting temporary alliance.
from each gang in the Big Apple Keystone variety with dialog about depicting violence as was California private detective. He
Sc h a r a d e r conce ntr·a te s
meet a t a conclave in the Bronx, like, " Hey. Hey, yqu . .Stop.•·• or Walter Hill. Altman doesn' t deny imme rses himself in the world of
primarily on the subejct of ficxe
something goes wrong and the " Put .t h-ilt 'sl ime \ n t he. the g risly moments to his au- mass a g e par l or s . a dult
in HARDCORE and tones down
featured game, the Cooey Island backse'a t. ') there is a sanitized dience. While Hill would cut bookstores. and strip shows until
the violence. This is _northe type
Warriors are held responsible. fictional approach to the kicks, away and let the imagination working his way to the bottom of of restraint one would expect
' They are twenty-seven miles fliPs. socks-and knqcks. •
begin to fill in .where the victim' s thei industry with its bondage
from the ' author of TAXI
.behind enemy l ines •from their , :Thfs _kind· o& fan tas/ violence
home turl and all the other gangs would have us believe that the
arenoton their tail.
Warriors could .'outrun a
· Walter Hill, the director of · schoolbus full of enemies on an
HARD TIMES with Charles empty street in the middle of the
Bronson as a loner streetfighter night. Hill has done better work
. and THE DRIVER with Ryan before. in THE WARRIORS he is
.O'Neal as a loner getaway artist merely shimming.
_"runs into trouble when he' s workRobert Altman. whose last
. ·ing with a group.
. fil m . A WEDDING. t09k a rather
He casts unknowns, some in- bleak view of family life and
.t eresting but most blending into . fancy · nuptials in general. now
the background, who are allowed has returned with an even grimlittle or no character 'develop- mer, darke r look a t the future of
ment. Hi ll positions h is mankind .
-performers more often than not.
QUI NTET, which at one time
Each of the gang members has a was · going to be filmed in
. 'name in the credits but they are Chicago , is also a fantasy set in
· seldome used in the script.
the ciy wastes of a crumbling.
The rhythms of the film are ex- frostbitten c-ity of the future . Had
ceedingly choppy. A finely paced he only waited until this winter
chase that concludes in Central he could have used our city to
Park with a baseball bat runble serve the pusposes of his current
A rival gang in pursuit. Would it be believed the _Warriors could outrun this bus?
starts the audiences adreneline project.
going a nd then leaves them hangQuintet is a game which seems " No . No. Nooo!" left off, Altman parlors and the snuff movies.
DRIVER. But the honesty of ap· ing as the director cuts away to a to be the only major activity of seldom skips an opportunity to be
HARDCORE;. which is not an praoch a nd the respect for detail
much flatter scene. A chase ac- the slowly, dwindling civilization sure his viewer miss not a single uplifting and trivial entertain- that made BLUE COLLAR imtion fil m should build and con~ besides selling wood and freezing throat cutting.
me nt is well made a nd pressive is also at work in
QUINTET is both infuriating performed. The director, Paul HARDCORE . This is a director
tinue to build but Hill slows down to death . F rom out of the lifeless
the momentum much too often.
. south comes Paul Newman who .anf fascinating , with its heavy Schrader. is not a stranger to liis to watch ..
0

so

I

Paul Newman and Brigette Fosey pass by a pack of hungry dogs in Quimet.

George C. Scott explores the world of pornography in Hardcore .
I •', ' · ) ; I

J'.

-~ .I '
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free classlfi~dS'
Cast of all Pre-teenagers?
Watch BUGSY MALONE
FEBRUARY 21. 1979
In the Auditorium at 7 p.m .
A ROLL' EM FILS PRESENTATION

MURDER BY DEATH
Chilling yet Hilarious?
Find out FEBRUARY 28. 1979
in the Auditorium at 7 p.m.
A ROLL' EM FILMS PRESENTATION '
TICK E TS FOR THE MOVIE :
·. MURDER BY DEATH
NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
· BOX OFFICE !!!

Dick.
I forgive you for not answering
me last week. I am still waiting
for an answer though ! Hope to
hear from you this week.
Ts. S.Z.
Quags.
Thanks for your fantastic
coaching . Try your own advice
sometime . Aim for the second arrow.
Lore
Dick.
Next time you have movie night
at your house make sure you
have Good with the Wind and Ice
Castles .
Linda
To a ll our new friends at UNI.
Thanks fo r making us feel like
part of the gang.
'
Lore and Linda
In the sticks

Help
Wanted
Full-time secretary for small
loop law ·office . Salary open.
pleasant working conditions and
surroundings. also benefits. Call
Mr. Frank . 782-4171.

. For Sale
FOR SALE : 1979 Buick Skylark.
2. door . 6 cylinder . Body Fa ir.
needs paint. good running shape.
~oo. all Bob P;aprocki at
.JU3-4050 or 889-4843.

Nick.
You missed all the movies. I
think .
Almighty Quagmire
Suez ..
Thanks for the card and your
friendship. Sorry I forgot your
personal last week.
Ts Dick
Irish.
I can·t give you a hard time about
your B-B'all. But there's always
something else.
A.I.W.
!.:Ore. ·
See I got it right. Sosrry your
personal didn't go in last week.
So here are two for you.
Quags
Lore.

Personals
Jig.
Very good idea to change names.
I hope we make our goals soon .
Love.
Fox
36 16.

She is proba bly leaving Monday.
What a re we going to do with 2
places'
Love.
16 ·4

Irish . .
Have a g reat time a t Blue Eyes.
Sue and Tom
36 16.

I love you a lways. but I really
think you should stay far away if
there is ever a next time.
With all rny love.

Zeiker.
Why don' t you ever answer me? I
will ,keep sending you personals
anyway. Thinking of you as
always, ·
Love.
MeZ.
..0 ...
There sis a rumor going around
that no one can get past 1st base
wit h ydU . If this• is true please
find yourself another room mate
for the Hawaii trip!
Teachers " pet"

Sue.
, rll never tell'
. Tom

Audrey of the TKE Siste rs.
Hi .
Sports Editor
Audrey.
Sorry about last Friday. I didn"t
mean it . Still friends?
Quags
To my favorite editor.
You do a grea.t job. Hang in there
and\ I' 11 give you as much
. support
that you need. Sorry about all the
pei:sonals this week .
Quagmire

To the girl who became a photogra pher and a model for me at
16 14 lo ck e r . No. 177 in October .. . Please call me at CCAB
Dick .
· after the 18th.
Thanks for unde rstanding.
Ricky
With loads of T s.
Me

'.\1y love for you grows more and
more with each passing day. \ By
the wa y has anyone evern told
you tha t you were cute? shhh!)
And bes ides I have too much fun
pi ckin g on you to ever let you.go.
_With love and a strange sense of
humor.

f..
You better start soon . because I
:.11't start until you do. I have no
viii power 1• How did last Wedneslay go?.
Love.
~ueZ.
36/6.

When was it!! Please. Please.
·p1ease . Please.
Love.
Mrs. R.

rm sorry I forgot to put a Valentine personal in. but you must admit I was thinking of you. \ The
proof is the four cards you got a
week early. l
Always on my mind.
16 /4

HAGA UN ANO CON VISTA TRABAJANDO CON
CAMPESINOS MIGRANTES '(, OTROS POBRES
URBANOS Y RURALES AQUI EN LOS ESTADOS
UNU)OS O TRABAJE POR DOS ANOS EN UN
PAfS D~L TERCER MUNDO Q.E LATINO
AMER IC~ COMO UN VOLUNT~RIO DEL CUERPO
DE PAZ,
POR EL TRABAJO MAS DIFICIL QUE USTED
PUEDE AMARJ LLAME AL ,
O BUSQUE UN CONSEJERO EN

SIGN UP AJ PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
INTERVIEWS, THURS., MARCH 1

36 16

Fox.
>low that we have been discivered it's time to change our
names . Variety is the spice of
life.
Signed very happy
Jig

Krochs & Brentanos
DOirTBLOW

a

YOUR
MIND•••
EXPAND
IT!

Rick .
See. you laugh at me and I jinx
you and your radio tape!
Gayle
Dear Heartthrob.
How about a ride back to the
'" slums·· and see what happens?!
Phil's No. 1 Helper
Commo Cozzi .. 1.'"
Are you ready to party this
~eekend? We still hav~ to keep
up .o ut great partying image of
wild and crazy girls! ! !
Commo Cozzi · · 2· ·
LAS.
You still thlnk ifs funny falling
off the Grand Canyon?
You No. l Fan
D.T .P .B ..
A return appearance at Whirlings! But where were you all
there?
/
Disco Nick
Doc Mclnerney.
rm glad you donmake house
call s the way you appear at
places like you supposed to! !
Disco Nick
To the almighty Quag .
I couldn't make your flick
sessions cause I was Slippin' Into
Da rkness !'
Big Greek
To Jim and Deno.
Love the receptioning committee
I got Sunday' !
• Busted
I;:d.
Whirlings needs you back'

Nick

36/6.
)Ue

EL CUERPO DE PAZ YVISTA NECISITAN SU
FACILIDAD.,EN EL IDIOMA ESPANOL Y SU
PREPARACION PARA PODER LUCHAR CONTRA
LA POBREZA,

16 4.

2

Linda .
Thanks for the severe trounding
last week . My male eg
o has been deflated. But I will get
revenge '
Badminton partner

- ESPANOL
ESPANOL ESPANOL ESPANOL

Bea.
Wait until you get a load of the
new coat edition to qur locker'
Mr. Downtown
Gigi .
Next time you have a set. please
invite me''
D.N.

Tom.
Disco Nick .
Just because rm not bugging you Thank·Godifs Friday.
. about it. I still would like to know
• , wben: the first time .you ,will KMA , " i:l11L••:IUil"llf< ..,,-- J i:!lr:il

Jay
'!l.r'

CLIFF'S NOTES put you in'
side the heavy stuff. .. the
. novels, plays & poems that
can add real meaning to your
life if you really understand
them. CLIFF'S NOTES can
help !
Ecology ... we're working on it! During the past 14 years
CUFF'S NOTES has used over 2,400,000 tons ~ f paper
using recycled pulp .
·
More than 200 titles

Available at all 18 K&B stores

l\roch's ~ Brentano's
29 So ul h W;ib a s h Ave n U! ' C h 1c;1q o IL 6060 3 • (3 12) 332-7500
BAA.NCH STORES : 516 N. Michigan· Awe . • 62 E. Randolph SI. • 16 S. LaSalle St
1711 Sherman Ave ., Ewanslon • 1028 L~ke SI.. Oak ~•rk • North Mall , Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center • Ewergrttn Plaza • A,wer Oaks • Lincoln Mall • Randhurst Cenler
Hawthorn Center• The Mall at CherryVale (Rockford) • Woodfield Mell • fox Valley
Center • Water Tower Place • Ortand Square

Doc.
Thanks for cutting out on, me!

Battlestar Galactica.
Well . I suppose playing second
Jay flute in Starbuck' s band isn' t as
), bad as it seemed. I'll just have to
D.T.P .B..
become a better flute player.
How· come you we re at shirtings? • that's all ...
You must not have had plans.
Nanu Nanu
Jay
Navigator of PNA.
We passed the first hurdle with
Neil.
No more fig hting on Fri'"day fl ying colors ( preferably black
and gold . Now. we only have the
nights '
Jay rest of the year. I know that since
you are 'p art of the crew. you ·will
be only too willing to do· everM.G ..
I have always been telling the ything else . right?
PNA' sPilot
truth .
Jay
Gigi .
Thanks for the dance Friday. It
was a slice. '

Denita \ alias Mangle Mouth).
You can tell you and Connie are
related-you both use the same
lines - " really we' RE JUST
• FRIENDS ...

BEAR,
Strive to be happy.
I love you,
DOLL

.

..

--
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·s ports
Varsity Loses
I ; Walsch 2 4-7 8; Whitehead 2 2-2
6; Totals 32 16-31 80.

ST. XAVIER ( 102)
Kruszka 4 1-2 9; Rimpsey 4 0-0 8;
Gizowski 3 0-0 6; Styler 4 9-11 17 ;
Sandlin 1 2-2 4; Fazekas 5 0-0 10 ;
Shimko 12 3-4 27 ; Butkis 1 0-2 2;
Jordan 1 4-4 6; Goodrich O 0-0 0;
Hickey 2 5-8 9; Larkin 2 0-0 4;
Totals 39 24-33 10.

,

Total Fouls : UNI St. X 21
Halftime St. X. 53 UNI 40
(Special to UNI) Powered by a 27
point- performance by Steve
Shimko. St. Xavier defeated
Northeastern 102-80. Eric Sawyer
led the losers with 26.
It was poor shooting that
cuased · the Eagles downfall as
they hit 36 percent from the floor
and only 52 percent from the line .

UNI (80)
Caples 4 3-4 11 ;_Eveerett 4 0-0 8;
Fanning 6 2-5 14 ; Prenner O0-1 0;
. Robertson O 0-3 O; Sawyer 12 2-4
26 ; Schaefer 2 2-3 6; Turner O 1-2
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THERE ARE PEOPLE
OUT THERE

Women Win Two
by Dick Quagliano

The women's basketball team
coasted to two easy wins as they
raised their season mark to 11-6.
The first win was against St.
Xavier as the Eagles had a

cakewalk 89-52.
The Eagles broke out to a 51-25

halftime lead. This was led by
Karen Reykjalin's 23 point firsf
half performance . The
sophomore guard finished the
game with jl points to complete
the five games in nine days span
with an amazing 158 points.
The second half was almost an
instant replay of the first as for
the first time this season. all
players broke into the scoring.
Michelle Rotondo, and Mary
Defi~Jia were in double figures as
· each had 10 points. So for the
second time this season the
Golden Eagles swamped St.
Xavier with the final 89-52.
On Wednesday the Golden
Eagles made up a postponed
game with Olivet Nazarene .
Earlier this season the Eagles
defeated the Tigers 82-74. The
score was almost identicasl as
the Eagles eased to' a ~
triumph .
On this day the Eagles had a
new player in the limelight.

Sophomore Michelle Rotondo
finally woke up as ~he hit 7-10
from the floor and 4-5 from the
line as she amassed a career high
18 points. Coach Amie Lewis said
after the game. " It is the finest
game I've seen Michelle play all
season."
Olivet stormed to an early 18-11
lead as poor field goal shooting
troubled the Eagles.· But Karen
Reykjalin got the Eagles out of
their problems as she hit three in
a row . Rotondo hit another as the
Eagles spurted thirteen unanswered points.anda lead they
would never relinquish. Mary
Defiglia scored on an easy lay-up
as the Eagles took a 40-30
halftime lead.
The Tigers cut the lead to six
before the Eagles could score in
the second half. And socre they
did. They ran off twelve unanswered points as they took a
52-36 lead. It was never close
from there. ax the Eagles
coasted to their eleventh win.
80-68. The Eagles next game is
Saturday at Eastern Illinois.

St. Xavier ( 52)
Keeler O 2-2 2; Myers 3 3-4 9;
Rascitis 2 3-6 7; Cullen 4 2-3 10;
Dowling 1 0-2 2;, Stack_10 3-7 23 ;

TOTALS 20 1-2 24
UNI (89)
Moore 2 0-0 4; Jones 4 0-0 8;
Porter 2 2-3 6; O'Connor 1 2-2 4;
Leyva 2 0-0 4; Reykjalin 18 1-3 37:
Rotondo 4 2-3 IO ; Noworolnik 12-2
4; Defiglia 4 2-4 10; Joyce 2 0-1 2
TOTALS409-1889.
Total Fouls : St. X. 20 UNI 21
Halftime : UNI 51 St. X. 25
OLIVET NAZARENE (68)
Eller 1 0-0 2; Slimbarski 1 0-2 2;
Sessink 6 0-4 12 ; Smith 6 2-2 14 ;
Manville ·2 2-2 6; Hutson 2 0-2 4;
Nymeyer 1 2-2 26 TOTALS 31 6-14
68.
UNI (80)
Jones 3 0-2 6; Porter 2 2-4 6:
Quinn 2 0-2 4; Reykjalin 13 0-3 ~ :
Rotondo 7 4-5 18 ; Oss O 1-2 1:
Noworolnik 3 1-3 7; Defiglia 6 0-l
12 TOTALS 36 8-22 80

Total Fouls : UNI 15 ON 19
Halftine UNI 40 ON 30
THE GOLDEN QUAIL AWARD
this week goes to Michelle
Roto~do for her 18 point
performance against Oli vet
Nazarene .

J.M. Prints
Buzzers Win at Buzzer
by Nick Calogeropoulos
It all came down to free throws
in a Mens Intramural basketball
game last week involving the 6th
ranked Buzzers, and the 10th
ranked Untouchables. A hard
fought battle on the boards had
the Buzzers up at halftime 36-30.
The Buzzers height advantage
had an edge on the quickness and
otherwise usual rebounding edge.

Down by 1 point at the end of the
game . the Untouctiables had 7
free throws to convert. whereas
the Buzzers had to convert 6. The
Untouchables proceeded to con-.
vert 5 of 7 free throws. while the
Buzzers converted all 6 of theirs.
thus going 6 for 6.

Ratings for this week are :
I. Dazz
2. Express II
3. Stack Squad
4. Latin Connection
5. Buzzers
6. TKE
7. Sleps
8. Po motuin
9. Hared ups
10. Pacers

THEY LIVE IN PLACES LIKE CHADJ MALIJ TOG
BELIZEJBENJN, ,,GABON) RWANDA AND FIJI, IN
AFRICAJASIAJLATIN AMERICA, THEY LIVE IN
AMERICAJTOO, IN CROWDED CITIESJFORGOTTEN
HILLS, THEIR DREAMS ARE CCM'ONJ NEEDS BASIC:
FOOD AND WATERJHEALTH AND ~USING) JOBSJIIO
AND YOU,,,TO HELP AS A PEACE CORPS OR VISTA
VOLOOEER,
SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR
PEACE_ INTERVIEWS THURS., MARCH 1
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VISTA

CDl3£DCB aJl]aJUGJ .
Chicago land 's used and
dem o Stereo Sp ecialists

-Save 40% to 70% off comparable
new prices
Every piece guaranteed like one of a
kind
Used Specials:
KENWOOD KRl30 .................. $99
TECHNICS SA 5350 ............... . $199
BIC formula 2 ................... . $59 ea~
DUAL 1214 ................ . ......... $49
OHM b .......... . ............... $69 ea.
AKAi 4000DSRTR .......... . ....... $149
PIONEER PLA45D ................ . . $79
JANSZEN Z21 0A ................ $65 ea.
SANSUI 5050 . .................... . $175
BSA 810X ........................ , .$55 - ·
!

Much Much More!!! Complete
systems from $75 to $750
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002 N.
California Chicago 338-TT37

